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PUBLICATIONS CENTER: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How do I search Publications Center?
Search from the Publications Search page. The keyword search will return results from titles only, not
text within the publication, for most publications. Broad search terms tend to work best if you’re not
sure what you’re looking for. The “publication type” drop-down and date range can help narrow down
results.
Do I need permission to use DOGAMI publications?
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries publications are considered to be in the public
domain, so specific permission to use them is not required. We do ask that the author and DOGAMI be
credited as the source of the material. Suggested credit is: XYZ Title by Author Name, courtesy of Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries.
Can you mail me a copy of a publication?
DOGAMI no longer provides hard copies of its publications by mail.
How can I find out about new publications?
Sign up for our publications list-serv to receive announcements of new publications by email.
How do I get a map printed?
DOGAMI no longer prints and sells maps, but our maps and other large-format publications are
downloadable at high resolutions and ready to be printed. Contact a map printing or other printing
company for a cost estimate.
How do I report a problem with a publication or with the Publications Center?
Please send comments, errors, bug reports, suggestions for improvements, questions, and any other
communications to us at ali.hansen@state.or.us. We appreciate your feedback and will respond as
promptly as possible.
I can’t find what I’m looking for, can you help?
Yes! Contact Earth Science Information Officer Ali Ryan Hansen at ali.hansen@state.or.us or 971-6730628 for assistance, or call our Portland office at 971-673-1555 if you need help locating a DOGAMI
publication.
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The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries provides earth science information and regulation to
make Oregon safe and prosperous. Learn more at www.OregonGeology.org

